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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and
apparatus for forming cracks in substrates made of glass,
sintered ceramic, single-crystal silicon, sapphire, semi-
conductor wafer, ceramic and other brittle materials to
scribe and break the same, and more particularly to a
method and apparatus for forming cracks in such sub-
strates by irradiating a laser beam thereto.

BACKGROUND OF THE ART

[0002] Conventionally, a substrate-scribing and break-
ing method has been used for substrates made of glass
and other brittle materials in which a mechanical process-
ing means, such as cutter wheel, is used to form a scribe
line on the surface of a substrate and then break the
scribed substrate by bending the same in such a way
that this scribe line facilitates the development of a crack.
[0003] Recently, however, in substitution for such a
mechanical scribing and breaking method, a substrate
scribing and breaking method has been practically ap-
plied by irradiating a laser beam to a substrate and there-
by forming a vertical crack in the substrate (see e.g. WO-
A-01/34529 or WO-A-93/20015)
[0004] Fig. 8 is a schematic view depicting the opera-
tion of a conventional crack-forming apparatus. Accord-
ing to a crack-forming method using a laser beam as
shown in Fig. 8, while a spot beam is irradiated from a
laser irradiation unit 102 to a substrate 101 to form an
oval beam spot B (laser beam irradiated area), a jet of
refrigerant is emitted from a refrigerant nozzle 103 to form
a cooling spot (refrigerant emitted area) C.
[0005] The substrate 101 is moved in such a direction
as being cut out (as shown by arrows in Fig. 8) and the
beam spot B is moved relatively to the substrate 101. At
this time, the major axis direction of the beam spot B is
so arranged as to coincid with the moving direction of the
substrate 101. On the other hand, the cooling spot C is
so arranged as to be on the continuation of the major
axis direction of the beam spot B and at the same time
emit a jet of refrigerant to a position behind the beam
spot B.
[0006] When the oval beam spot B moves in the major
axis direction thereof, the area through which the beam
spot B passes is continuously heated as long as the beam
spot B is passing therethrough at a temperature under
the melting point of the substrate, and compressive
stress is generated within and around the heated area.
[0007] Immediately after the beam spot B heats the
area, the cooling spot C passes through the area. As a
result, a cooled area is generated adjacent the heated
area where the compressive stress was generated and
tensile stress is generated around the cooled area. Then,
based on difference between the compressive stress and
the tensile stress, a vertical crack is vertically formed in
the surface of the substrate along the passage of the
beam spot B and cooling spot.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0008] According to the crack-forming method using a
laser beam as described above, the beam spot is shaped
to be elongated in one direction as seen in oval, for ex-
ample, with the definable major axis direction.
[0009] As shown in Fig. 9, it is so arranged that when
the beam spot B moves on the substrate, the major axis
direction of the beam spot B and the moving direction of
the beam spot B (where the moving direction of the major
axis center of the beam spot B is referred to as the "mov-
ing direction of the beam sport B") be able to coincid with
each other, heating efficiency can be raised by extending
the total laser beam irradiation time at each point through
which the beam spot B passes, and heating can be suf-
ficiently achieved at the temperature under the melting
point of the substrate even if the moving speed of the
laser beam is accelerated as much as possible.
[0010] As described above, when the moving direction
of the beam spot B and the major axis direction of the
beam sport B coincid with each other and at the same
time the cooling spot C is positioned on the posterior
continuation of the major axis direction of the beam spot
B, a crack due to stress difference between the compres-
sive stress and the tensile stress can be formed below
the same axis line as the major axis direction of the beam
spot B.
[0011] Therefore, in this arrangement, the substrate
intended for crack formation is set with the desired direc-
tion of the substrate precisely coincident with the major
axis of the beam spot B, and then the beam spot B is
moved so that a crack can be formed in the desired di-
rection.
[0012] Here, it should be noted that when the beam
spot B having the major axis direction is used for heating,
the position of the highest temperature reaching point in
a temperature distribution by the beam spot B (heated
area) differs between a case where the beam spot B is
at a stop and a case where the beam spot B is moving.
[0013] Fig. 10 is a schematic view depicting the posi-
tion of the highest temperature reaching point by a beam
spot at a stop (Fig. 10 (a)) and a beam spot on the move
(Fig. 10 (b)). For example, in the case where a laser beam
having a temperature distribution with the highest tem-
perature point P in the center of the beam spot B (Gaus-
sian distribution) as shown in Fig. 10 (a) when the beam
spot B is at a stop is used, and when the beam spot B
moves in the major axis direction thereof, the highest
temperature reaching point P in the substrate by the
beam spot B on the move, shifts in the posterior direction
under the influence of time lag due to thermal relaxation
as shown in Fig. 10 (b).
[0014] This shift amount of the highest temperature
reaching point P from the center of the beam spot B is
determined by the mode (distribution mode) of the laser
beam.
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[0015] For instance, when the mode of the used laser
beam is Gaussian distribution, the highest temperature
reaching point P shifts from the center of the heat source
(center of the beam spot B). It is considered that this shift
amount is maintained to be substantially constant within
the ordinary moving speed area of the beam spot B (100
mm/s or more) used for laser scribe operation.
[0016] As long as the substrate is set in such a way
that the major axis direction of the beam spot B and the
moving direction of the beam spot B coincide with each
other, the existence of the shift of the highest temperature
reaching point P in the substrate due to the movement
of this beam spot B is not particularly problematic and
therefore requires no special attention.
[0017] Recently, however, there has been a trend to-
ward the upsizing of mother substrates (hereinafter re-
ferred to as "M-substrate" or merely "substrate") from
which unit substrates are cut out, and therefore, it has
been desired that a scribe line having a high straightfor-
wardness and high cross-section quality after scribing
and breaking can, be formed with a high precision in the
desired direction on the large-sized substrates such as
M-substrates.
[0018] However, the larger the substrate becomes, the
harder the handling for setting precisely the M-substrate
on the scribe table becomes. Even if small positional de-
viation is caused to one end of the large-sized substrate
and however small such positional deviation is, the po-
sitional deviation will be larger at the other end of the
substrate. As a result, it will be difficult to precisely set
the position and direction of the substrate on the scribe
table, and the setting precision of the substrate will be
degraded all anyhow. It is difficult to make the major axis
direction of the beam spot agree to the scribing direction.
These make it difficult to have the major axis direction of
the beam spot B and the moving direction of the beam
spot B coincident with each other before forming a crack.
[0019] In order for the large-sized M-substrate to be
set highly precisely in terms of position, an expensive
substrate mounter equipped with a high-precision posi-
tioning mechanism is required,
[0020] Furthermore, when it is required to correct the
positioning of the M-substrate mounted on a scribe table,
since it is difficult to precisely set the M-substrate in the
correct position and direction, it not only wastes time but
also causes unnecessary stress or damage to the M-
substrate.
[0021] Under the circumstances, the first object of the
present invention is to provide a method and an appara-
tus for forming a vertical crack with guaranteed high
cross-section quality in the desired direction with a high
precision even if it is difficult to secure the high positioning
precision due to the upsizing of the M-substrate.
[0022] On the other hand, when a mechanism for ad-
justing the moving direction of the beam spot B according
to a positional error caused in setting the M-substrate as
if compensating for such positional error, i.e., a two-di-
mensional drive mechanism (X-Y stage), is used, the

moving direction of the center of the beam spot B and
the major axis direction of the beam spot B (the reference
axis direction) cannot be coincident with each other.
[0023] If the center of the beam spot B moves in a
direction different from the major axis direction of the
beam spot B (the reference axis direction), since the ma-
jor axis center of the beam spot B and the highest tem-
perature reaching point P of the beam spot B will not be
coincident with each other under the influence of time lag
due to thermal relaxation for the beam spot B on the
move, the track of movement of the major axis center
movement of the beam spot B (referred to as "beam travel
line") and the track of the highest temperature reaching
point P of the beam spot B will follow lines different from
each other.
[0024] The above will be explained by referring to
drawings. Fig. 11 is a schematic view depicting the meas-
urement and interpolation of positional deviation of an
alignment marks marked inside a substrate. A case
shown in Fig. 11 is supposed where alignment marks P
and Q for positioning are formed at two different locations,
respectively, separated from each other, a crack is
formed following the straight line connecting these two
alignment marks P and Q, and the M-substrate is broken
along the crack.
[0025] Here, it is assumed that the major axis direction
(referred to as "reference axis direction") of the beam
spot B is precisely set in the X-axis direction of the ap-
paratus.
[0026] Conventionally, the substrate direction has
been adjusted (by turning) until both the two alignment
marks P and Q come to be aligned on the X-axis.
[0027] However, with the increase in the substrate
size, it has become difficult to fine-adjust the M-substrate
position and precisely position the M-substrate on the
scribe table. To cope with this difficulty, the moving di-
rection of the beam spot B was so arranged as to be able
to move not only in the reference axis direction (X-axis
direction) but also in the Y-axis direction vertical to the
X-axis. By making the beam spot B movable within the
X-Y plane (i.e., also including an oblong direction to the
reference axis (X-axis)), linear interpolation can be ap-
plied to the Y-axis direction, and also by making the beam
spot B movable in an oblong direction to the reference
axis (X-axis), forming a crack was tried in an oblong di-
rection.
[0028] For instance, in a case when a glass scriber
scribing with a cutter wheel tip, it is known to make a
direction of the movement of the glass cutter (direction
of scribing) coincident with a desired scribing direction in
an M-substrate instead of turning the table on which the
M-substrate is put when a desired scribing direction in
the M-substrate shifts from a reference line of the table
(Japanese Examined Patent Publication No.
1994-2597).
[0029] On the other hand, in a case of a scriber scribing
by a laser beam forming a beam spot having a major
axis, because it is difficult to make a direction of the major
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axis of the beam spot coincide with a desired scribing
direction in a M-substrate in every case when the desired
scribing direction in the M-substrate shifts from a refer-
ence line of the scribe table, the crack is not able to be
formed in the desired direction only by moving the beam
spot along the desired scribing direction.
[0030] Fig. 12 is a schematic view depicting the move-
ment state of a beam spot for a case of a beam spot
having the major axis direction. In this case, as shown in
Fig. 12, the beam spot B of an oval shape moves in an
oblong direction with both the end in parallel. When
looked the entirety of the beam spot B, the beam spot B
passes through an area H of parallelogram. The highest
temperature reaching point P by the beam spot B on the
move in relation to a beam travel line L, which is the track
of the movement of the major axis center of the beam
spot B, shifts in the posterior direction of the major axis
center of the beam spot B under the influence of time lag
due to thermal relaxation, and a track M of the actual
highest temperature reaching point P shifts in the poste-
rior direction of and in parallel with the beam travel line L.
[0031] On the other hand, the cooling spot C positioned
on the posterior continuation of the major axis direction
(reference axis direction) of the beam spot B passes
through a track N, which is in parallel with the beam travel
line L.
[0032] After all, the track M of the highest temperature
reaching point P passes following a third line different
from the beam travel line L or the track N of the cooling
spot C.
[0033] The track M of the highest temperature reaching
point P is a track subjected to the most intensive heating
and a large thermal strain, in which a crack is most likely
to be formed by the subsequent cooling. In a precise
sense, the position of crack formation slightly varies ac-
cording to the position of the cooling spot C. Therefore,
since a crack can be formed following this line or in the
vicinity thereof as long as the subsequent cooling is prop-
erly applied by the cooling spot C, the track M of the
highest temperature reaching point P (or a track in the
vicinity of the highest temperature reaching point P) is
taken as a crack formation presumed line M.
[0034] The distance between the beam travel line L
and the crack formation presumed line M (hereinafter
referred to as an offset distance O) is determined de-
pending on the angle of inclination θ between the major
axis direction of the beam spot B and the beam travel
line L and the distance between the beams spot B and
the cooling spot C.
[0035] Fig. 13 explains the positional relation among
the beam travel line L, the crack formation presumed line
M and the track M of the cooling spot C when the refer-
ence axis direction (X-axis direction, the major axis of
the beam spot B) is laid in the right horizontal direction.
As seen in this figure, the crack formation presumed line
M is out of alignment not only from the beam travel line
L by the offset amount (offset distance) O, but also the
track N of the cooling spot C. As a result, the position

where compressive stress is generated by heating and
the position where tensile stress is generated by cooling
are separated from each other, a crack to be formed
based on stress difference is not always formed following
the crack formation resumed line M as presumed, and a
vertical crack cannot be formed in the desired direction.
[0036] In view of this, the second object of the present
invention is to provide a method and an apparatus for
forming a crack in the desired position and direction (the
position separated from the beam travel line L by the
offset amount) when it is tried to form a crack by relatively
moving the substrate so that the beam travel line L can
be in an oblique direction to the major axis direction (ref-
erence axis direction) of the beam spot B.
[0037] Furthermore, the condition of crack formation
is different between the center part of the M-substrate
and the edge part of the substrate. Specifically, heat
evenly diffuses in the center part of the M-substrate, but
heat unevenly diffuses at the edge part of the substrate,
such as the break start point (inlet part) and break end
point (outlet part). In addition, since the beam spot B has
the major axis direction and the cooling spot C is posi-
tioned behind the beam spot B in the major axis direction
of the beam spot B, heat input amount due to heating
and heat output amount due to cooling are different be-
tween the center part of the substrate and the edge part
of the substrate.
[0038] When the major axis direction of the beam spot
B and the moving direction of the beam spot B (beam
travel line L) are coincident with each other as shown in
Figs. 8 and 9, the difference in heat diffusion between
the center part of the M-substrate and the edge part of
the M-substrate is not so problematic. However, when
the crack formation presumed line M is deviated from the
beam travel line L by setting the beam travel line L in an
oblique direction to the major axis direction (reference
axis direction) of the beam spot B, a curved crack called
"flare" or a defect called "hasty cutting" is caused due to
the difference in heat diffusion or the like between the
center part of the M-substrate and the edge part of the
M-substrate.
[0039] Fig. 16 is a schematic view depicting "flare"
caused when a crack is being formed in a substrate. Here,
the "flare" refers to a phenomenon as exemplified in Fig.
16 that a crack K vertically developed from a scribe line
formed on a substrate G in the horizontal direction further
develops in an oblique direction from a position γ in the
vicinity of the back side of the substrate G and reaches
the back side of the substrate G.. Since the "flare" spoils
the flatness or squareness of the break surface of the
substrate G, the quality of the break surface is degraded.
[0040] Fig. 17 is a schematic view depicting "hasty cut-
ting" caused when a crack is being formed in a substrate.
The "hasty cutting" refers to a phenomenon that a hori-
zontal crack CR is formed in the vicinity of a scribe start
point at the edge part of a substrate G in a direction that
cannot be controlled ahead of a laser spot LS from the
front edge of a scribe line heated by the laser spot LS as
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exemplified in Fig. 17 (a) or a horizontal crack CR is
formed in the vicinity of a scribe end point of the edge
part of the substrate G from the edge part of the substrate
G toward a laser spot LS, i.e., in a direction that cannot
be controlled oppositely from the moving direction of the
laser spot LS as exemplified in Fig. 17 (b). Since a scribe
line is formed in a position on the substrate G deviated
from the scribe formation presumed line M due to the
"hasty cutting", the straightforwardness is spoiled to a
notable degree.
[0041] For example, when it is so arranged that a trig-
ger serving as a crack initiator is formed at the substrate
edge on the beam travel line L of the break start point
(inlet part) to make a crack always start growing from the
trigger and the beam spot B and the cooling spot C move
in the positional relation as shown in Fig. 13, curved
cracks U and V called "flares" are generated due to the
difference in heat diffusion and the difference between
heat input amount and output amount as shown in Fig. 14.
[0042] In view of this, the third object of the present
invention is to provide a method and apparatus for form-
ing a crack free from any defect such as "flare" or "hasty
cutting,", even if, when the beam spot is moved relatively
to the M-substrate, the beam travel line L is in an oblique
direction to the major axis direction of the beam spot B
(reference axis direction).

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0043] According to the crack-forming method of the
present invention aiming at solving the above problems,
a laser beam forming a beam spot substantially having
the major axis is irradiated to a substrate made of a brittle
material, a cooling spot is formed on the substrate by the
emission of a jet of refrigerant, and thereby thermal strain
is locally caused to the substrate by heating with the ir-
radiation of the laser beam and by cooling by means of
the cooling spot, and as a result, a vertical crack is formed
in the substrate. In this arrangement, the beam spot is
moved relatively to the substrate so that a beam travel
line, which is the track of the major axis center of the
beam spot moving in an oblique direction to the reference
axis direction fixed to be coincident with the major axis
direction of the beam spot and the cooling spot is moved
relatively to the substrate following the position separated
from the beam travel line by an offset amount (crack for-
mation presumed line), and thereby a crack is formed
following the crack formation presumed line.
[0044] It should be noted here that the cooling spot is
relatively moved "following the crack formation presumed
line" in the above description, but the relative movement
of the cooling spot should not be limited to be on the
crack formation presumed line but the cooling spot may
be moved in parallel with the crack formation presumed
line. The center position of the cooling spot may be sep-
arated from, for example, the crack formation presumed
line as long as the distance remains within several mm
from.

[0045] According to the crack-forming method of the
present invention, a laser beam forming a beam spot
substantially having the major axis is irradiated to the
substrate made of a brittle material. As a beam spot sub-
stantially having the major axis, although a beam spot of
oval (ellipse) shape is suitable, any beam spot that can
allow the substantial definition of the major axis direction
in comparison with the other directions, such as a plurality
of circular beam spots arranged in series at small inter-
vals or arranged on both sides of a crack formation pre-
sumed line therebetween. The major axis of a beam spot
may be roughly 10 to 30 mm in length. The major axis
direction of a beam spot is defined for convenience in
determining the movement direction of a beam spot as
the reference axis direction.
[0046] Forming a crack according to the present inven-
tion refers to forming a beam spot by irradiating a laser
beam (laser heating), forming a cooling spot (quenching),
forming a crack (becomes invisible after a certain time
from formation and therefore called as "blind crack") by
using the difference in stress caused by the laser heating
and the quenching, developing the formed crack in the
substrate thickness direction, moving the beam spot and
the cooling spot on the substrate relatively to the sub-
strate, and thereby leading the crack developed in the
substrate thickness direction in the horizontal direction,
and therefore forming a scribe line (including a case
where the substrate is completely broken (full-body cut)).
[0047] A beam spot is moved in such a way that the
track of the major axis center of the beam spot (beam
travel line) can be in an oblique direction to the reference
axis direction. Namely, the beam spot is moved relatively
to the substrate not only in the X-axis direction (the ref-
erence axis direction) but also in the Y-axis direction. In
this arrangement, the track of the highest temperature
reaching point formed by the movement of the beam spot
under the influence of time lag due to thermal relaxation
passes through a line which is different from the beam
travel line. That is, the track of the highest temperature
reaching point of the beam spot passes through a position
separated from the beam travel line by a finite distance
(offset amount). The offset amount may be, for example,
several mm.
[0048] A vertical crack is formed following this track of
the highest temperature reaching point (crack formation
presumed line). For example, when it is so arranged that
the cooling spot relatively moves following the crack for-
mation presumed line, the position where compressive
stress is generated by heating and the position where
tensile stress is generated by cooling are coincident with
each other, and thereby, a vertical crack can be formed
following the track of the highest temperature reaching
point (crack formation presumed line) by using the differ-
ence in stress.
[0049] The temperature distribution on the surface of
the substrate may be measured (for instance, in non-
contact with the infrared rays thermometer) when the la-
ser beam is moving and positional data of the highest
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temperature reaching point may be obtained, and laser
scribing may be conducted with changing the position of
the cooling spot. When a positional control of the cooling
spot by such a continuous measurement is difficult to be
used because of large amount of money of the temper-
ature measuring instrument, the temperature measure-
ment data at the scribing last time may be used.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0050] According to the above crack-forming method,
the first object of the present invention can be solved.
Specifically, even if the substrate is so upsized that the
substrate can no longer be precisely positioned with re-
spect to the reference axis direction which is requested
to be coincident with the major axis direction of the beam
spot (to be agree to the crack formation presumed line),
a vertical crack can be formed in any desired direction
(the same direction with the crack formation presumed
line) other than the reference axis direction by inclining
the beam travel line to the reference axis direction.
[0051] Also, according to the above crack-forming
method, the second object of the present invention can
be solved. Specifically, even if a crack is formed by rel-
atively moving the substrate in an oblique direction to the
major axis direction (reference axis direction) of the beam
spot, a vertical crack can be precisely formed following
the crack formation presumed line by relatively moving
the cooling spot following the crack formation presumed
line.

(Other Means for Solving Problems and Effects of 
the Means)

[0052] In the above crack-forming method, it is prefer-
able that the crack formation presumed line should be
on the track of movement of the highest temperature
reaching point formed by the beam spot. In this case,
since the line with the largest thermal strain caused by
the laser beam heating is the crack formation presumed
line, a vertical crack can be formed along the crack for-
mation presumed line most easily and precisely.
[0053] Also, in the above crack-forming method, when
the beam spot is moved relatively to the substrate, the
angle of inclination between the reference axis and the
beam travel line is obtained by arithmetic operation, and
the offset amount is determined by using at least the
above angle of inclination as one of the parameters, and
thereby the position of the crack formation presumed line
is estimated and the position of the cooling spot may be
set so that the cooling spot can be relatively moved fol-
lowing the estimated crack formation presumed line or
in the vicinity (e.g., within several mm) of the estimated
crack formation presumed line.
[0054] The offset amount is dependent on the angle
of inclination between the reference axis direction and
the beam travel line. Therefore, for example, when the
substrate is set, even if the reference axis direction and

the beam travel line direction fail to be coincident with
each other, the angle of inclination of the substrate is
obtained and then the offset amount can be obtained
based on this angle of inclination, and thereby the crack
formation presumed line can be estimated based on this
offset amount.
[0055] Therefore, by moving the cooling spot following
the estimated crack formation presumed line or in the
vicinity of the estimated crack formation presumed line,
a vertical crack can be precisely formed following the
estimated crack formation presumed line or in the vicinity
of the estimated crack formation presumed line.
[0056] Also, in the above crack-forming method, in ad-
dition to the above angle of inclination, the distance be-
tween the beam spot and the cooling spot may be used
as one of the parameters. The distance (distance on the
line on which the cooling spot moves on the substrate)
between the beam spot and the cooling spot may be, for
example, 0 - 50 mm, though it depends on the length of
the major axis of the beam spot. Since the offset amount
is dependent not only on the angle of inclination but also
on the distance between the beam spot and the cooling
spot, when a crack is formed by varying the distance
between the beam spot and the cooling spot, the crack
formation presumed line can be estimated more precise-
ly, if the crack formation presume line is estimated based
on this parameter.
[0057] When a scribe table equipped with a mecha-
nism for moving in the X-axis direction and Y-axis direc-
tion is used, the above distance between the beam spot
and the cooling spot is expressed by the distance in the
X-axis direction and distance in the Y-axis direction on
the substrate mounting surface of the table.
[0058] Also, in the above crack-forming method, when
it is so arranged that the cooling spot is varied in the
vertical direction to the beam travel line when setting the
cooling spot, the obtained offset amount can be used as
it is as the distance to be positionally varied.
[0059] Also, in the above crack-forming method, it may
be so arranged when starting the crack formation at the
substrate edge that a trigger is formed as the crack start
point beforehand at the substrate edge on the crack for-
mation presumed line and then the beam spot is moved
relatively to the substrate.
[0060] According to this arrangement, the third object
of the present invention can also be solved. Specifically,
when a trigger is formed below the crack formation pre-
sumed line, the position where a crack is formed at one
end of the start point of the crack formation presumed
line are coincident with each other almost completely,
and therefore there is no occurrence of any defect, such
as "flare" and "hasty cutting."
[0061] Also, in the above crack-forming method, it may
be so arranged that a substrate mounting unit for mount-
ing the substrate within a plane including the reference
axis direction is used, the substrate on which alignment
marks have been formed as navigation marks of the sub-
strate position is mounted on the substrate mounting unit,
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the relative positions of the above alignment marks on
the above substrate to the reference mounting position
related to the above reference axis direction are detect-
ed, a linear interpolation value, which is the deviation
amount of the substrate from the reference axis, is ob-
tained by arithmetic operation based on the positions of
the detected alignment marks, the direction of the beam
travel line is determined based on the obtained linear
interpolation value, the angle of inclination between the
determined beam travel line direction and the above ref-
erence axis direction is obtained by arithmetic operation,
and the offset amount is determined by using at least the
above angle of inclination as one of the parameters, and
thereby the position of the crack formation presumed line
separated from the beam travel line by the offset amount
is estimated, and the position of the cooling spot is set
so that the cooling spot can be relatively moved following
the estimated crack formation presumed line or in the
vicinity of the estimated crack formation presumed line.
[0062] According to the above arrangement, the posi-
tional deviation amount, i.e., the linear interpolation value
and the angle of inclination of the set substrate by using
the alignment marks formed on the substrate, and there-
by the beam travel line direction is determined. Then, by
determining the offset amount based on the obtained an-
gle of inclination, the crack formation presumed line is
estimated in the position separated from the determined
beam travel line by the offset amount. After this, the po-
sition of the cooling spot is determined so that the cooling
spot can be moved following the estimated crack forma-
tion presumed line.
[0063] As described above, even if the substrate fails
to have been precisely positioned, a vertical crack can
be precisely formed following the estimated crack forma-
tion presumed line by determining the amount of the sub-
strate from the alignment marks formed on the substrate
and determining the beam travel line and the offset
amount according to the determined positional deviation
amount.
[0064] Also, a crack-forming apparatus according to
the present invention invented to solve the above prob-
lems from different points of view comprises with a laser
beam irradiation unit for irradiating a laser beam for form-
ing a beam spot substantially having the major axis di-
rection, a cooling unit for forming a cooling spot, a beam
spot drive unit for moving the beam spot relatively to a
substrate mounted on a substrate mounting unit, a cool-
ing spot drive unit for moving the cooling spot relatively
to the substrate, and a control unit for controlling each of
the above units. This crack-forming apparatus forms a
crack in the substrate by moving the beam spot and the
cooling spot relatively to the substrate. The control unit
controls the movement of the beam spot by the beam
spot drive unit in such a way that the direction of the beam
travel line, which is the track of the movement of the major
axis center of the beam spot, can be in an oblique direc-
tion to the reference axis direction (in the same direction
with the crack formation presumed line) set to be coinci-

dent with the virtual major axis direction of the beam spot.
At this time, the control unit controls the movement of the
cooling spot by the cooling spot drive unit in such a way
that the cooling spot can be relatively moved following
the crack formation presumed line formed in the position
separated from the beam travel line by the offset amount.
[0065] According to this crack-forming apparatus, a
beam spot substantially having the major axis direction
is irradiated from the laser beam irradiation unit to the
substrate made of a brittle material. This beam spot is
so arranged as to be relatively moved on the substrate
by the beam spot drive unit under the control thereof.
The cooling spot is formed by the cooling unit on the
substrate made of a brittle material, and thereby the sub-
strate is locally cooled. This cooling spot is so arranged
to be relatively moved along the crack formation as-
sumed line on the substrate by the cooling spot drive unit.
[0066] The control unit controls the beam spot drive
unit to move the beam spot in such a way that the direction
of the beam travel line, which is the track of the movement
of the major axis center of the beam spot, is in an oblique
direction to the reference axis direction set to be coinci-
dent with the substantial major axis direction of the beam
spot. This allows the highest temperature reaching point
by the beam spot on the move to deviate from the beam
travel line due to time lag caused by thermal relaxation,
and the crack formation presumed line, which is the track
of the highest temperature reaching point due to heating,
is formed in a position separated from the beam travel
line by a finite distance (offset amount). The control unit
controls the cooling spot drive unit to move the cooling
spot following the crack formation presumed line. This
allows tensile stress to be generated as a result of cooling
following the crack formation presumed line accompa-
nied by the generation of compressive stress, and there-
by forming a vertical crack based on stress difference.
[0067] In the above crack-forming apparatus, it may
also be so arranged that an offset amount memory unit
is further provided for storing the relation between the
angle of inclination between the above reference axis
direction and the above beam travel line direction and
the offset amount, and the control unit determines the
offset amount by using the angle of inclination made
when moving the beam spot at least as one of the pa-
rameters and referring to the offset amount memory unit,
estimates the crack formation presumed line based on
the determined offset amount, and controls the move-
ment of the cooling spot by the cooling spot drive unit in
such a way that the cooling spot can move relatively to
the substrate following the estimated crack formation pre-
sumed line or in the vicinity of the estimated crack for-
mation presumed line.
[0068] According to the present invention, since the
offset amount is dependent on the angle of inclination
between the reference axis direction and the beam travel
line, the relation between the angle of inclination between
the above reference axis direction and beam travel line
direction and the offset amount is obtained and stored in
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the offset amount memory unit beforehand. When the
substrate is set but the reference axis direction and the
beam travel line direction fail to be coincident with each
other, the offset amount is determined according to the
angle of inclination of the substrate and by referring to
the offset amount memory unit. By determining the offset
amount, the crack formation presumed line can be esti-
mated in the position separated from the beam travel line
by the offset amount.
[0069] Therefore, by moving the cooling spot by the
cooling spot drive unit following the estimated crack for-
mation presumed line or in the vicinity of the estimated
crack formation presumed line, a vertical crack can be
precisely formed following the crack formation presumed
line or in the vicinity of the crack formation presumed line.
[0070] Also, in the above crack-forming apparatus, it
may also be so arranged that the offset amount memory
unit stores the relation of the offset amount with the above
angle of inclination by using the distance between the
beam spot and the cooling spot as one of the parameters,
in addition to the above angle of inclination.
[0071] Since the offset amount is dependent not only
on the angle of inclination but also on the distance be-
tween the beam spot and the cooling spot, when control-
ling the beam spot drive unit and the cooling spot drive
unit by the control unit and forming a crack by varying
the angle of inclination and the distance between the
beam spot and the cooling spot, the relation of the dis-
tance between the beam spot and the cooling spot with
the offset amount is stored together with the angle of
inclination as parameters in the offset amount memory
unit and the crack formation presumed line is estimated
based on these parameters, and thereby the crack for-
mation presumed line can be estimated more precisely.
[0072] Though the crack formation presumed line (a
track of the highest temperature reaching point) may be
presumed as stated above, it may be measured by ob-
taining positional data of the highest temperature reach-
ing point by the laser spot. For instance, positional data
of the highest temperature reaching point can be ob-
tained by measuring the temperature distribution on the
surface of the substrate when the laser beam is moving.
For instance, the temperature distribution on the surface
of the substrate can be measured by non-contact with
use of an infrared rays thermometer.
[0073] Also, in the above crack-forming apparatus, it
may also be so arranged that the beam spot drive unit
and the cooling spot drive unit are composed integrally
with each other so that the beam spot and the cooling
spot can be interlocked with each other, a cooling spot
position adjustment unit is further provided for adjusting
the cooling spot relatively to the beam spot, and the con-
trol unit adjusts the position of the cooling spot relatively
to the beam spot by using the cooling spot position ad-
justment unit according to the offset amount determined
by referring to the offset amount memory unit (or accord-
ing to the positional data of the highest temperature
reaching point).

[0074] According to the above arrangement, the posi-
tion of the cooling spot relative to the beam spot is ad-
justed by the cooling spot position adjustment unit, the
beam spot drive unit and the cooling spot drive unit, which
are composed integrally with each other, are operated,
and thereby a linear crack can be easily formed.
[0075] In this case, when the cooling spot position ad-
justment unit adjusts the position of the cooling spot in
the vertical direction to the beam travel line, the offset
amount can be used as it is as the positional variation of
the cooling spot position adjustment unit.
[0076] Also, in the above crack-forming apparatus, it
may also be so arranged that a trigger formation unit for
forming a trigger to be used as the start point of crack
formation and a trigger position adjustment unit for ad-
justing the position of the trigger form unit are further
provided and the control unit sets the position of the trig-
ger formation unit at the substrate edge on the crack for-
mation presumed line estimated beforehand when start-
ing the crack formation at the edge of the substrate.
[0077] According to the above arrangement, a trigger
is formed at one edge of the estimated crack formation
presumed line, and therefore a crack can be formed fol-
lowing the crack formation presumed line without fail.

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF DRAWINGS

[0078]

Fig. 1 is a schematic view illustrating a crack-forming
apparatus according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 2 is a functional block diagram depicting a control
unit of the crack-forming apparatus according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a table describing the contents stored in an
offset memory unit to be used for a crack-forming
apparatus according to another embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the operation flow of
the crack-forming apparatus according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a schematic view illustrating the operational
state of each process (states (A) through (D)) of
crack forming operation of the crack-forming appa-
ratus according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
Fig. 6 is a schematic view depicting the positional
relation among a trigger, a beam spot and a cooling
spot relatively to a substrate in the state (B) of the
crack-forming apparatus according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a schematic view depicting the positional
relation among the trigger, the beam spot and the
cooling spot relatively to the substrate in the state
(C) of the crack-forming apparatus according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a schematic view depicting the operation of
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a conventional crack-forming apparatus;
Fig. 9 is a schematic view depicting the positional
relation between a beam spot and a cooling spot of
the conventional crack-forming apparatus;
Fig. 10 is a schematic view depicting the heating
peak position of a beam spot at a stop and a beam
spot on the move;
Fig. 11 is a schematic view depicting the measure-
ment and interpolation of positional deviation of an
alignment marks marked inside a substrate;
Fig. 12 is a schematic view depicting the movement
state of a beam spot for a case of a beam spot having
the major axis direction;
Fig. 13 is a schematic view depicting for the beam
spot having the major axis direction, the relation of
the beam travel line with the crack formation pre-
sumed line and with the major axis direction (refer-
ence axis direction);
Fig. 14 is a schematic view depicting the state of a
crack formed in a substrate by using a conventional
crack-forming apparatus;
Fig. 15 is a schematic view depicting the composition
of a crack-forming apparatus according to another
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 16 is a schematic view depicting "flare" caused
when a crack is being formed in a substrate; and
Fig. 17 is a schematic view depicting "hasty cutting"
caused when a crack is being formed in a substrate.

EXPLANATION OF NUMERALS

[0079]

11 chassis
12 slide table
13 ball screw
14, 15 guide rails
16 ball nut
19 pedestal
21 guide rail
22 ball screw
23 motors
24 ball nut
26 table
31 scribe head
33 optical holder
34 laser oscillator
35 lens optical system
38, 39 CCD cameras
40 cooling unit
42 nozzle
43 nozzle X-axis drive (adjustment) mechanism
44 nozzle Y-axis drive (adjustment) mechanism
45 trigger formation unit (cutter wheel)
46 trigger adjustment mechanism
50 control unit
51 laser irradiation control unit
52 refrigerant jet emission control unit

53 substrate position reading control unit
54 beam spot and cooling spot drive control unit
55 cooling spot position adjustment control unit
57 offset amount determination unit
58 crack formation presumed line estimation unit
59 trigger position adjustment control unit
60 scribe head up/down movement control unit
62 offset amount memory unit

BEST MODE TO EMBODY THE INVENTION

(Apparatus Composition)

[0080] In the following paragraphs, crack-forming
methods and crack-forming apparatuses according to
the present invention will be described by referring to the
accompanying drawings.
[0081] Fig. 1 is a schematic view illustrating a crack-
forming apparatus 10 according to an embodiment of the
present invention. This crack-forming apparatus 10 is
used for scribing and breaking a mother substrate into a
plurality of substrates to be used for, for example, flat
panel display (FPD).
[0082] This apparatus has a slide table 12 reciprocat-
ing in the Y-axis direction on a chassis 11 having a hor-
izontal X-Y flat surface. This slide table 12 is supported
by a pair of guide rails 14 and 15 arranged in parallel with
each other in the Y-axis direction on the chassis 11 in
the horizontal state and slidably along each of the guide
rails 14 and 15. In the intermediate position between both
the guide rails 14 and 15, a ball screw 13 is mounted
rotatively by a motor (not illustrated). The ball screw 13
is rotatable in either direction, forward or reverse. On this
ball screw 13, a ball nut 16 is threadably mounted.
[0083] The ball nut 16 is mounted non-rotatably and
integrally on the slide table 12 so as to slide in either
direction, forward or reverse, along the ball screw 13
when the ball screw 13 rotates forwardly or reversely.
Accordingly, the slide table 12 mounted integrally with
the ball nut 16 slides in the Y-axis direction along the
guide rails 14 and 15. Therefore, these components com-
pose a Y-axis drive mechanism.
[0084] On the slide table 12, a pedestal 19 is horizon-
tally mounted. The pedestal 19 is slidably supported by
a pair of guide rails 21 (in addition to the illustrated guide
rail 21, another guide rail of the same shape (not illus-
trated) is mounted in the back) horizontally mounted on
the slide table 12. Each of the guide rails 21 is mounted
in the X-axis direction orthogonally to the Y-axis direction
in which the slide table 12 slides. In the intermediate po-
sition between both the guide rails 21, a ball screw 22 is
mounted in parallel with each of the guide rails 21. This
ball screw 22 is rotatively driven by a motor 23 in either
direction, forward or reverse.
[0085] On the ball screw 22, a ball nut 24 is threadably
mounted. The ball screw 24 is mounted non-rotatably
and integrally on the pedestal 19 so as to move in either
direction, forward or reverse, along the ball screw 22
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when the ball screw 22 rotates forwardly or reversely.
Accordingly, the pedestal 19 slides in the X-axis direction
along each of the guide rails 21. Therefore, these com-
ponents compose an X-axis drive mechanism.
[0086] On the pedestal 19, a table 26 on which a sub-
strate G to be scribed and broken is horizontally mounted.
On the table 26, the substrate G is locked with, for ex-
ample, a suction chuck.
[0087] On the table 26, a reference mounting position
(not illustrated) related to the X-axis direction is fixed so
that the substrate G precisely mounted in the reference
mounting position can be precisely moved in either di-
rection, X-axis or Y-axis, by the above slide mechanisms
(X-axis drive mechanism, and Y-axis drive mechanism).
[0088] On the table 26, a scribe head 31 is located at
an appropriate distance from the surface of the table 26.
The scribe head 31 is supported horizontally and mova-
bly upward or downward by an up/down moving mech-
anism (not illustrated) at the bottom of an optical holder
33 vertically located. The upper end part of the optical
holder 33 is mounted to the bottom surface of a mounting
bracket 33 provided on the chassis 11. On the mounting
bracket 32, a laser oscillator 34 for oscillating a laser
beam (e.g., CO2 laser, semi-conductor laser (e.g., YAG
laser)) is mounted so that the substrate G can be irradi-
ated with a laser beam oscillated by the laser oscillator
34 through a lens optical system 35 supported within the
optical holder 33.
[0089] The lens optical system 35 uses, for example,
a cylindrical lens so that an oval laser spot having the
major axis direction can be irradiated to the substrate G.
[0090] The major axis direction of the laser spot formed
at this time is adjusted to the X-axis direction, i.e., the
direction in which the pedestal 19 is moved by the ball
screw 22, the motor 23 and the ball nut 24.
[0091] Accordingly, the M-substrate G precisely
mounted in the reference mounting position of the table
26 is so set as to have the scribing and breaking direction
(the crack formation direction) of M-substrate G oriented
to the major axis direction of the laser spot (the X-axis
direction).
[0092] At an end of the scribe head 31, a cooling unit
40 is installed. The cooling unit 40 is composed of a noz-
zle 42 for emitting a jet of refrigerant (e.g., helium gas,
N2 gas, CO2 gas) supplied from a refrigerant source 41
and thereby forming the cooling spot C, a nozzle X-axis
adjustment (drive) mechanism 43 for moving the position
of the nozzle 42 in the X-axis direction, and a nozzle Y-
axis adjustment (drive) mechanism 44 for moving the po-
sition of the nozzle 42 in the Y-axis direction. It is so
arranged that when these nozzle X-axis adjustment
mechanism 43 and Y-axis adjustment mechanism 44 are
used, the position of the cooling spot relative to a beam
spot can be adjusted within the X-Y plane. However, it
may also be so arranged that the X-axis direction is fixed
and the adjustment is enabled only in the Y-axis direction.
[0093] On the other end of the scribe head 31, which
is on the opposite side to the side installed with the cooling

unit 40, a trigger formation unit 45 for forming a trigger
at an edge of the plane (e.g., cutter wheel) and a trigger
adjustment mechanism 45 for moving the position of the
trigger formation unit 45 are installed. Although it is pref-
erable that this trigger adjustment mechanism 46 can
adjust the position of the trigger formation unit 45 in either
direction, X-axis or Y-axis, it is acceptable that the trigger
adjustment mechanism 46 can adjust the position of trig-
ger formation unit 45 at least in the Y-axis direction.
[0094] The nozzle X-axis adjustment mechanism 43,
the nozzle Y-axis adjustment mechanism 44 and the trig-
ger adjustment mechanism 46 may have a simple drive
mechanism using a stepping motor like one commercially
available but the detail description thereof is omitted
here.
[0095] According to the above composition, a Y-axis
drive mechanism composed of the slide table 12, the ball
screw 13, the motor (not illustrated) for rotating the ball
screw 13 and the ball nut 16, and an X-axis drive mech-
anism composed of the pedestal 19, the ball screw 22,
the motor 23 and the ball nut 24 function together as a
beam spot drive unit for driving a beam spot irradiated
from the scribe head 31 to the M-substrate G.
[0096] Also, the Y-axis drive mechanism composed of
the slide table 12, the ball screw 13, the motor (not illus-
trated) for rotating the ball screw 13 and the ball nut 16,
and the X-axis drive mechanism composed of the ped-
estal 19, the ball screw 22, the motor 23 and the ball nut
24 function together as a cooling spot drive unit for driving
the cooling spot formed by a jet of refrigerant emitted
from the nozzle 42 mounted on the scribe head 31 to the
M-substrate G in any direction within the X-Y plain.
[0097] As described above, since the X-axis drive
mechanism and the Y-axis drive mechanism functioning
as the beam spot drive unit and also as the cooling spot
drive unit with the same drive mechanism, when these
drive mechanisms are operated, both the beam spot and
the cooling spot can move in interlock with each other.
[0098] Furthermore, the nozzle X-axis adjustment
mechanism 43 and the nozzle Y-axis adjustment mech-
anism 44, both installed on the scribe head 31, function
together as a cooling spot position adjustment unit for
adjusting the position of the cooling spot relative to the
beam spot. Owing to the collaborative work of the nozzle
X-axis adjustment mechanism 43 and the nozzle Y-axis
adjustment mechanism 44, the nozzle 42 can be driven
in any direction within the X-Y plane. Therefore, when
the nozzle 42 is driven in the vertical direction to the beam
travel line, the offset amount (described later) can be
used as it is as the positional adjustment distance of the
nozzle 42.
[0099] On both sides of the optical holder 33, a position
read mechanism composed of CCD cameras 38 and 39
for photographing alignment marks formed inside the M-
substrate G and recognizing the position of the alignment
marks by a so-called image recognition method. Owing
to this position read mechanism, any positional deviation
amount of the M-substrate G mounted on the table 26
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can be obtained.
[0100] For the reference purpose only, images photo-
graphed by the CCD cameras 38 and 39 can be displayed
on monitors 48 and 49, respectively, so that the positional
deviation amount can be visibly confirmed.

(Control System)

[0101] Now, description will be given to a control sys-
tem for controlling the operation of the crack-forming ap-
paratus 10. A control unit 50 and an offset amount mem-
ory unit 62 are a CPU and a memory, respectively, com-
posing partly of a computer system for control. This com-
puter system controls various operations of the entire
apparatus by utilizing application software for forming
cracks and inputted setting parameters.
[0102] Fig. 2 is a functional block diagram depicting in
detail each function of various control operations of the
control unit 50 and offset amount memory unit 62.
[0103] The control unit 50 is composed of a laser irra-
diation control unit 51, a refrigerant jet emission control
unit 52, a substrate position reading control unit 53, a
beam spot and cooling spot drive control unit 54, a cooling
spot position adjustment control unit 55, an offset amount
determination unit 57, a cooling spot position adjustment
amount determination unit (crack formation presumed
line estimation unit) 58, a trigger position adjustment con-
trol unit 59 and a scribe head up/down movement control
unit 60.
[0104] When heating the M-substrate G, the laser ir-
radiation control unit 51 controls the operation for driving
the laser oscillator 34 to form the beam spot B on the M-
substrate G..
[0105] When cooling the M-substrate G, the refrigerant
jet emission control unit 52 controls the operation for emit-
ting a jet of refrigerant from the refrigerant source 41 to
form the cooling spot C on the M-substrate G.
[0106] The substrate position reading control unit 53
controls the operation for reading the alignment marks
formed inside the M-substrate G by using the position
read mechanism 37 and the image recognition method
and thereby detecting the positional deviation of the M-
substrate G.
[0107] The beam spot and cooling spot drive control
unit 54 controls the operation for relatively moving the
beam spot B and the cooling spot C in any direction with
reference to the X-axis direction, which is the major axis
direction (reference axis direction) of the beam spot B,
on the M-substrate G by driving the motor 23a (not illus-
trated) for rotating the ball screw 13 and the motor 23 for
rotating the ball screw 22.
[0108] The cooling spot position adjustment control
unit 55 controls the operation for moving the position of
the cooling spot C relative to the beam spot B by driving
the nozzle X-axis adjustment mechanism 43 and the noz-
zle Y-axis adjustment mechanism 44.
[0109] At this time, by adjusting the position of the noz-
zle 42 so as to change the position of the cooling spot C

in the vertical direction to the beam travel line by using
the collaborative work of the nozzle X-axis adjustment
mechanism 43 and nozzle Y-axis adjustment mechanism
44, the offset amount determined by the offset amount
determination unit (described later) can be used as it is
as the positional adjustment amount of the cooling spot C.
[0110] After the substrate G is set, the offset amount
determination unit 57 determines the offset amount ac-
cording to the positional deviation amount in the Y-axis
direction by referring to the offset amount memory unit
62. Specifically, the substrate position reading control
unit 53 detects this positional deviation and the offset
amount determination unit 57 determines the offset
amount based on the remaining positional deviation
amount.
[0111] In the offset amount memory unit 62, to which
the offset amount determination unit 57 refers at this time,
the relation between the two parameters of the angle of
inclination θ (angle between the beam travel line L and
the major axis (reference axis, X-axis) of the beam spot
B) and the distances between the beam spot B and the
cooling spot C and the offset amount is stored in a form
of database as shown in Fig. 3.
[0112] The example of the relation between the pa-
rameters and the offset amount in Fig. 3 shows the data
applicable to a case where a scribe line is formed on a
bondeded substrate of 0.7 mm in thickness, 360�460
mm in dimensions and made of non-alkali glass by using
a beam spot of 2�60 mm in axis dimensions.
[0113] Therefore, if the conditions differ from the
above, the applicable data will also differ.
[0114] The data was obtained by experimentally var-
ying each parameter beforehand. Then, based on the
angle of inclination θ obtained by simple arithmetic op-
eration using trigonometric function from the positional
deviation amount and the distance between the beam
spot B and the cooling spot C set beforehand and by
referring to the data in the offset amount memory unit 51,
the offset amount is determined.
[0115] When the distance between the beam spot B
and the cooling spot C is not varied, only the angle of
inclination θ is required for memorization as a parameter.
On the contrary, when any parameter other than the dis-
tance between the beam spot B and the cooling spot C
should be added according to the necessity, such pa-
rameter can be stored in the offset amount memory unit
51.
[0116] The cooling spot position adjustment determi-
nation unit (crack formation presumed line estimation
unit) 58 estimates a line drawn following the position shift-
ed by the offset amount determined by the offset amount
determination unit 57 from the beam travel line L as the
crack formation presumed line M, following which the
cooling spot C should be moved.
[0117] The trigger position adjustment control unit 59
controls the moving operation for positioning the trigger
formation unit 45 on the crack formation presumed line
M by driving the trigger adjustment mechanism 46.
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[0118] The scribe head up/down movement control
unit 60 controls the operation for moving up/down the
trigger formation unit 45 by moving up/down the scribe
head 31. Specifically, the scribe head up/down move-
ment control unit 60 controls the operation for forming a
trigger only at an edge of the M-substrate G by approx-
imating the trigger formation unit 45 to the edge of the
M-substrate G with the scribe head 31 in the lowered
position, forming a trigger at the edge of the M-substrate
G and moving up the trigger formation unit 45 immedi-
ately after then to be separate from the M-substrate G.

(Example of Operation)

[0119] Now, an example of the operation when a crack-
forming apparatus according to the present invention is
applied to linear interpolation operation, will be de-
scribed.
[0120] Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the operation
flow of a crack-forming apparatus according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention, for scribing and break-
ing a substrate provided with alignment marks. Fig. 5 is
a schematic view illustrating the operational state of each
process (states (A) through (D)).
[0121] In the state shown in Fig. 5 (A), the alignment
marks on the substrate G are read by using a position
reading mechanism 37 (s101). Then, the positional de-
viation amount in the Y-axis direction (linear interpolation
value of Fig. 11) is read.
[0122] Based on the read positional deviation amount
(linear interpolation value), the linear direction connect-
ing the alignment marks P and Q is determined as the
direction of the beam travel line L, and then the angle
(angle of inclination θ) between the beam travel line L
and the major axis (reference axis, X-axis) of the beam
spot B is obtained (s.102).
[0123] By using the obtained angle of θ as a parameter
(or including the distance between the beam spot B and
the cooling spot C as parameters) and referring to the
offset amount memory unit 62, the offset amount O is
determined (s103). Then, the position shifted from the
beam travel line L by the offset amount is estimated as
the crack formation presumed line M (s104).
[0124] Then, the position of the cooling unit 40 is ad-
justed in such a way that the cooling spot C can move
along the estimated crack formation presumed line M (at
this time, it is preferable that the cooling spot C should
move in vertical direction to the beam travel line L as
shown in Fig. 6) by using the nozzle X-axis adjustment
mechanism 43 and the nozzle Y-axis adjustment mech-
anism 44. Then, the position of the cooling unit 40 is
adjusted in such a way that the trigger formation unit 45
can be positioned on the estimated crack formation pre-
sumed line by using the trigger adjustment mechanism
46 (s105).
[0125] Then, in the state shown in Fig. 5(B), the scribe
head 31 is lowered by the scribe head up/down move-
ment control unit 60 to have the trigger formation unit 45

in contact with the substrate G and form a trigger at an
edge of the substrate G.
[0126] Fig. 6 is a schematic view depicting the posi-
tional relation among the beam spot B, the cooling spot
C and the trigger formation unit 45 relatively to an M-
substrate in the state (B). The estimated crack formation
presumed line M is in the position separated from the
beam travel line L, which is the track of the major axis
center of the beam spot B passing through, by the offset
amount O, and the trigger formation unit 45 is in the po-
sition at an edge of the substrate G, through which the
crack formation presumed line M is passing. Further-
more, it is so arranged that the cooling spot C is posi-
tioned on the posterior continuation of the crack formation
presumed line M.
[0127] Then, in the state shown in Fig. 5(C), so that
the scribe head up/down movement control unit 60 can
move up the scribe head 31 after the formation of a trigger
T at an edge of the substrate G, the beam spot B can
move across the M-substrate G following the beam travel
line L, and the cooling spot C can move across the sub-
strate G following the estimated crack formation pre-
sumed line M, the motor 23a (not illustrated) for rotating
the ball screw 13 and the motor 23 for rotating the ball
screw 22 are driven (s107). According to this arrange-
ment, a vertical crack can be formed following the crack
formation presumed line M on which the cooling spot C
has moved.
[0128] Fig. 7 is a schematic view depicting the posi-
tional relation between the beam spot B and the cooling
spot C when the beam spot B and the cooling spot C
move through the center part of the substrate G in the
state (C).
[0129] In the same way as Fig. 6, the cooling spot C
is in the position separated from the beam travel line L
by the offset amount O (the position on the crack forma-
tion presumed line M), off the posterior continuation of
the major axis (X-axis) of the beam spot B. The cooling
spot C moves across the substrate G as if passing
through along the crack formation presumed line M.
[0130] Then, in the state shown in Fig. 5 (D), the beam
spot B and the cooling spot C completely move across
the substrate G, and a series of operation ends.
[0131] As a result of the above series of operation, the
trigger T serving as the start point of a crack is formed
on the estimated crack formation presumed line M. Fur-
thermore, when the cooling spot C moves following the
estimated crack formation presumed line M, a vertical
crack linear across the M-substrate G is formed.
[0132] In the above example of operation, when the
beam spot B moves through the center part of the M-
substrate G, the cooling spot C is positioned on the crack
formation presumed line M. However, when the beam
spot B moves through the edge part of the M-substrate
G, since the position of the major axis center of the beam
spot B is decisive to the position of formation of a crack,
the position of the cooling spot C may not always be
positioned on the crack formation presumed line M.
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(Another Example of Operation)

[0133] According to the above example of operation,
it is so arranged that a crack is formed linearly between
the alignment marks P and Q. However, it may also be
so arranged that by consecutively changing the angle
(angle of inclination θ) of the beam travel line L to the
major axis (reference axis) of the beam sport B, a crack
is formed following a curved shape. In this case, since
the angle of inclination θvaries, the offset amount O is
consecutively obtained according to the angle of inclina-
tion θ, and the crack formation presumed line M is esti-
mated based on the offset amount O. Then, the cooling
spot C is moved along the crack formation presumed line
M. As a result, a vertical crack can be formed following
a desired curved shape.
[0134] According to the above embodiment, the drive
mechanism for driving the table 26 on which the M-sub-
strate G is mounted, in two directions, X-axis and Y-axis.
However, it may also be so arranged that a drive mech-
anism for driving the scribe head 31 mounted on the
mounting base 32 in the X-axis direction and the table
26, on which the substrate G is mounted, in the Y-axis
direction.
[0135] Fig. 15 shows a crack-forming apparatus ac-
cording to another embodiment of the present invention.
[0136] In Fig. 15, a crack-forming apparatus 70 com-
prises a bridge 66 movable in the Y-axis direction shown
in this figure along a rail 61 locked on a chassis (not
illustrated) and a scribe head 64 movable in the X-axis
direction shown in this figure along a main body 63 of the
bridge 66. Under the scribe head 64, a table 65 capable
of moving the substrate G in the Y-direction as shown in
this figure is provided.
[0137] The crack-forming apparatus 70 comprises a
control unit 50 and an offset amount memory unit 62 in
the same way as the above crack-forming apparatus 10
does.
[0138] When the table 65 moves the substrate G in the
Y-direction shown in this figure, the substrate G is scribed
and broken to a desired length while the speed at which
the bridge 66 moves in the Y-direction shown in this figure
along the rail 61 and the speed at which the scribe head
64 moves in the X-direction shown in this figure along
the main body 63 of the bridge 66 are being controlled.
[0139] At this time, according to the arrangement of
the crack-forming apparatus 70, the scribe head 64 per-
forms linear interpolation operation by using the control
unit 50 in the same way as the crack-forming apparatus
10 does. Specifically, while the cooling spot C is being
relatively moved following the crack formation presumed
line M, the beam spot B and the substrate G are relatively
moved in such a way that beam travel line L can be in
an oblique direction to the major axis (reference axis) of
the beam spot B, and thereby the substrate G can be
scribed and broken into a rectangular shape with the four
right-angled corner and the four linear sides, for example.
On the other hand, by forming a trigger at an end of the

crack formation presumed line M, the position in which
a crack is formed and the crack formation presumed line
M are coincident with each other, and thereby a defect,
such as "flare" and "hasty cutting," which is likely to occur
at the start or end point of scribe, i.e., at the edge part of
the substrate G, can be prevented.

FIELD OF USABILITY IN INDUSTRY

[0140] The present invention can be used for the man-
ufacture of crack-forming apparatuses which can pre-
cisely form a crack in substrates made of brittle materials,
and specifically can be used for processing flat display
panels made of brittle materials, including liquid crystal
panels, plasma display panels and organic EL display
substrates, and also for processing substrates made of
brittle materials, including ceramic capacitors and sem-
iconductor chips.

Claims

1. A method of forming a crack in substrates made of
brittle materials, comprising the steps of
irradiating a laser beam which forms a beam spot
(B) having a major axis to a substrate (G),
forming a cooling spot (C) by emitting a jet of refrig-
erant to the substrate (G), and
locally causing thermal stress to the substrate (G)
by heating with the irradiation of the laser beam and
cooling with the emission of a jet of refrigerant,
characterized in that
the beam spot (B) is moved relatively to said sub-
strate (G) in such a way that the direction of a beam
travel line (L), which is the track of the movement of
the major axis center of the beam spot (B), is in an
oblique direction to a reference axis direction set to
be coincident with the major axis direction of the
beam spot (B), and
the position of the cooling spot (C) is set in such a
way that the cooling spot (C) relatively moves follow-
ing a crack formation presumed line (M) which is
parallel to and distanced from the beam travel line
(L) by an offset amount (0).

2. The crack-forming method of claim 1, wherein a ver-
tical crack is formed along the crack formation pre-
sumed line (M).

3. The crack-forming method of claim 1, wherein the
crack formation presumed line (M) is the track of the
highest temperature reaching point formed by the
beam spot (B).

4. The crack-forming method of claim 3, wherein a laser
scribe is conducted with measuring the temperature
distribution on the surface of the substrate (G) when
the laser beam moves and obtaining positional data
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of the highest temperature reaching point.

5. The crack-forming method of claim 1, wherein
the angle of inclination (θ) between said reference
axis and said beam travel line (L) is obtained when
the beam spot (B) is moved relatively to the substrate
(G),
the position of the crack formation presumed line (M)
is estimated by determining the offset amount (O)
based on at least said angle of inclination (θ) as one
of the parameters, and
the position of the cooling spot (C) is set in such a
way that the cooling spot (C) can relatively move
following the crack formation presumed line (M) or
in the vicinity of the crack formation presumed line
(M).

6. The crack-forming method of claim 5, wherein the
offset amount (O) is determined based on the dis-
tance between the beam spot (B) and the cooling
spot (C) as a parameter in addition to said angle of
inclination (θ).

7. The crack-forming method of claim 5, wherein the
position of the cooling spot (C) is varied in the per-
pendicular direction to the beam travel line (L) when
the position of the cooling spot (C) is set.

8. The crack-forming method of claim 1, wherein a trig-
ger (T) is formed beforehand to be served as the
start point of a crack at an edge of the substrate (G)
on the crack formation presumed line (M) and the
beam spot (B) is moved relatively to the substrate
(G) when the crack formation is started at the edge
of the substrate (G).

9. The crack-forming method of claim 5, wherein
a substrate mounting unit (11-26) is used for mount-
ing the substrate (G) within a plane including said
reference axis,
the substrate (G) on which alignment marks have
been formed as navigation marks for the substrate
position is mounted on the substrate mounting unit
(11-26),
the positions of said alignment marks relative to a
reference mounting position related to said refer-
ence axis direction are detected,
a linear interpolation value representing the position-
al deviation amount of the substrate (G) from the
reference axis is obtained by arithmetic operation,
the direction of the beam travel line (L) is determined
based on the obtained linear interpolation value,
the angle of inclination (θ) between the determined
beam travel line (L) and said reference axis is ob-
tained by arithmetic operation,
the offset amount (O) is determined by using at least
said angle of inclination (θ) as one of the parameters,
and thereby the position of the crack formation pre-

sumed line (M) separated from the beam travel line
(L) by the offset amount (O) is estimated, and
the position of the cooling spot (C) is set in such a
way that the cooling spot (C) relatively moves follow-
ing the estimated crack formation presumed line (M)
or in the vicinity of the estimated crack formation pre-
sumed line (M).

10. An apparatus (10) for forming a crack in substrates
made of brittle materials, comprising
a laser beam irradiation unit for irradiating a laser
beam which forms a beam spot (B) having a major
axis,
a cooling unit for forming a cooling spot (C),
a beam spot drive unit (23) for moving the beam spot
(B) relatively to a substrate (G) mounted on a sub-
strate mounting unit (11-26),
a cooling spot drive unit (23) for moving the cooling
spot relatively to said substrate (G), and
a control unit (50) for controlling each of said units,
wherein a crack is formed in said substrate (G) by
locally causing thermal stress by heating and cooling
by moving the beam spot (B) and the cooling spot
(C) relatively to the substrate (G),
characterized in that
the control unit (50) controls the movement of the
beam spot (B) by the beam spot drive unit (23) in
such a way that a beam travel line (L), which is the
track of the movement of the major axis center of the
beam spot, (B), is in an oblique direction to a refer-
ence axis direction set to be coincident with the major
axis direction of the beam spot (B) and also controls
the movement of the cooling spot (C) by the cooling
spot drive unit (23) in such a way that the cooling
spot (C) relatively moves following a crack formation
presumed line (M) which is parallel to and distanced
from the beam travel line (L) by an offset amount (O).

11. The crack-forming apparatus of claim 10, wherein
said crack-forming apparatus further comprises an
infrared rays thermometer for measuring the tem-
perature distribution on the surface of the substrate
(G) from which obtained is positional data of the high-
est temperature reaching point from which said offset
amount (O) is calculated.

12. The crack-forming apparatus of claim 10, wherein
said crack-forming apparatus further comprises an
offset amount memory unit (62) for storing the rela-
tion between the angle of inclination (θ) between said
reference axis and said beam travel line (L) and the
offset amount (0), and
the control unit (50) determines the offset amount
(O) based on the angle of inclination (θ) at the time
of the movement of the beam spot (B) as at least
one of the parameters and by referring to the offset
amount memory unit (62), presumes the crack for-
mation presumed line (M) based on the determined
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offset amount (O), and controls the movement of the
cooling spot (C) by the cooling spot drive unit (23) in
such a way that the cooling spot (C) moves following
the estimated crack formation presumed line (M) or
in the vicinity of the presumed crack formation pre-
sumed line (M).

13. The crack-forming apparatus of claim 12, wherein
the offset amount memory unit (62) stores the rela-
tion of the offset amount (O) with the distance be-
tween the beam spot (B) and the cooling spot (C) as
a parameter in addition to said angle of inclination (θ).

14. The crack-forming apparatus of claim 12, wherein
the beam spot drive unit (23) and the cooling spot
drive unit (23) are composed integrally with each oth-
er so that the beam spot (B) and the cooling spot (C)
are interlocked with each other,
said crack-forming apparatus further comprises a
cooling spot position adjustment unit (43, 44) for ad-
justing the position of the cooling spot (C) relatively
to the beam spot (B), and
the control unit (50) adjusts the position of the cooling
spot (C) relatively to the beam spot (B) according to
the offset amount (O) determined by referring to the
offset amount memory unit (62).

15. The crack-forming apparatus of claim 14, wherein
the cooling spot position adjustment unit (43, 44) var-
ies the position of the cooling spot (C) in the perpen-
dicular direction to the beam travel line (L).

16. The crack-forming apparatus of claim 12, wherein
said crack-forming apparatus further comprises a
trigger formation unit (45) for forming a trigger (T)
serving as the start point of crack formation and a
trigger position adjustment unit (46) for adjusting the
position of the trigger formation unit (45), and
the control unit (50) sets the position of the trigger
formation unit (45) at an edge of the substrate (G)
on the estimated crack formation presumed line (M).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Bilden eines Risses in aus spröden
Materialien bestehenden Substraten, mit den Schrit-
ten:

Abstrahlen eines Laserstrahls auf ein Substrat
(G), der einen Strahlpunkt (B) bildet, der eine
Hauptachse hat,
Bilden eines Kühlpunkts (C) durch Abgeben ei-
nes Kühlmittelstrahls auf das Substrat (G) und
lokales Aufbringen von Wärmespannung auf
das Substrat (G) durch Erhitzen mit der Strah-
lung des Laserstrahls und Kühlen mit der Abga-
be eines Kühlmittelstrahls,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Strahlpunkt (B) auf eine solche Weise relativ
zu dem Substrat (G) bewegt wird, dass die Rich-
tung einer Strahlbewegungslinie (L), die der
Weg der Bewegung der Hauptachsenmitte des
Strahlpunkts (B) ist, in einer schrägen Richtung
zu einer Bezugsachsenrichtung ist, die so ein-
gestellt ist, dass sie mit der Hauptachsenrich-
tung des Strahlpunkts (B) zusammenfällt, und
die Position des Kühlpunkts (C) auf eine solche
Weise eingestellt wird, dass sich der Kühlpunkt
(C) einer mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M)
folgend, die parallel zu der Strahlbewegungsli-
nie (L) ist und von ihr um einen Verschiebungs-
betrag (O) beabstandet ist, relativ bewegt.

2. Rissbildungsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei ent-
lang der mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M) ein ver-
tikaler Riss gebildet wird.

3. Rissbildungsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
mutmaßliche Rissbildungslinie (M) der Weg des die
höchste Temperatur erreichenden Punkts ist, der
durch den Strahlpunkt (B) gebildet wird.

4. Rissbildungsverfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei ein
Laserritzen durchgeführt wird unter Messung der
Temperaturverteilung auf der Oberfläche des Sub-
strats (B), wenn sich der Laserstrahl bewegt, und
Ermittlung von Positionsdaten des die höchste Tem-
peratur erreichenden Punkts.

5. Rissbildungsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Neigungswinkel (θ) zwischen der Bezugsachse
und der Strahlbewegungslinie (L) ermittelt wird,
wenn der Strahlpunkt (B) relativ zu dem Substrat (G)
bewegt wird,
die Position der mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M)
geschätzt wird, indem beruhend auf zumindest dem
Neigungswinkel (θ) als einem der Parameter der
Verschiebungsbetrag (O) bestimmt wird, und
die Position des Kühlpunkts (C) auf eine solche Wei-
se eingestellt wird, dass sich der Kühlpunkt (C) der
mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M) folgend oder in
der Nähe der mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M)
relativ bewegen kann.

6. Rissbildungsverfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei der
Verschiebungsbetrag (O) beruhend auf dem Ab-
stand zwischen dem Strahlpunkt (B) und dem Kühl-
punkt (C) als einem Parameter zusätzlich zu dem
Neigungswinkel (θ) bestimmt wird.

7. Rissbildungsverfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei die
Position des Kühlpunkts (C) in der senkrechten Rich-
tung zur Strahlbewegungslinie (L) geändert wird,
wenn die Position des Kühlpunkts (C) eingestellt
wird.
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8. Rissbildungsverfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei auf
der mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M) an einer
Kante des Substrats (G) zuvor ein Auslöser (T) ge-
bildet wird, der als der Startpunkt eines Risses die-
nen soll, und der Strahlpunkt (B) relativ zu dem Sub-
strat (G) bewegt wird, wenn an der Kante des Sub-
strats (G) mit der Rissbildung begonnen wird.

9. Rissbildungsverfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei
eine Substrat-Befestigungseinheit (11-26) verwen-
det wird, um das Substrat (G) innerhalb einer Ebene
zu befestigen, die die Bezugsachse einschließt,
das Substrat (G), auf dem Justiermarken als Navi-
gationsmarken für die Substratposition ausgebildet
worden sind, auf der Substrat-Befestigungseinheit
(11-26) befestigt wird,
die Positionen der Justiermarken relativ zu einer mit
der Bezugsachsenrichtung in Beziehung stehenden
Bezugsbefestigungsposition erfasst werden,
durch eine Rechenoperation ein linearer Interpolati-
onswert ermittelt wird, der den Positionsabwei-
chungsbetrag des Substrats (G) von der Bezugsach-
se darstellt,
beruhend auf dem ermittelten linearen Interpolati-
onswert die Richtung der Strahlbewegungslinie (L)
bestimmt wird,
durch eine Rechenoperation der Neigungswinkel (θ)
zwischen der bestimmten Strahlbewegungslinie (L)
und der Bezugsachse ermittelt wird,
der Verschiebungsbetrag (O) unter Verwendung zu-
mindest des Neigungswinkels (θ) als einem der Pa-
rameter bestimmt wird und dadurch die Position der
mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M), die von der
Strahlbewegungslinie (L) durch den Verschiebungs-
betrag (O) getrennt ist, geschätzt wird und
die Position des Kühlpunkts (C) auf eine solche Wei-
se eingestellt wird, dass sich der Kühlpunkt (C) der
geschätzten mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M)
folgend oder in der Nähe der geschätzten
mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M) relativ bewegt.

10. Vorrichtung (10) zum Bilden eines Risses in aus
spröden Materialien bestehenden Substraten, mit:

einer Laserstrahl-Bestrahlungseinheit zum Ab-
strahlen eines Laserstrahls, der einen Strahl-
punkt (B) bildet, der eine Hauptachse hat,
einer Kühleinheit zum Bilden eines Kühlpunkts
(C),
einer Strahlpunkt-Antriebseinheit (23) zum Be-
wegen des Strahlpunkts (B) relativ zu einem auf
einer Substrat-Befestigungseinheit (11-26) be-
festigten Substrats (G),
einer Kühlpunkt-Antriebseinheit (23) zum Be-
wegen des Kühlpunkts relativ zu dem Substrat
(G) und
einer Steuerungseinheit (50) zum Steuern jeder
dieser Einheiten, wobei in dem Substrat (G) ein

Riss gebildet wird, indem durch Bewegen des
Strahlpunkts (B) und des Kühlpunkts (C) relativ
zu dem Substrat (G) durch Erwärmen und Küh-
len lokal Wärmespannung aufgebracht wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Steuerungseinheit (50) die Bewegung des
Strahlpunkts (B) durch die Strahlpunkt-An-
triebseinheit (23) auf eine solche Weise steuert,
dass eine Strahlbewegungslinie (L), die der
Weg der Bewegung der Hauptachsenmitte des
Strahlpunkts (B) ist, in einer schrägen Richtung
zu einer Bezugsachsenrichtung ist, die so ein-
gestellt ist, dass sie mit der Hauptachsenrich-
tung des Strahlpunkts (B) zusammenfällt, und
außerdem die Bewegung des Kühlpunkts (C)
durch die Kühlpunkt-Antriebseinheit (23) auf ei-
ne solche Weise steuert, dass sich der Kühl-
punkt (C) einer mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie
(M) folgend, die parallel zu der Strahlbewe-
gungslinie (L) ist und von ihr um einen Verschie-
bungsbetrag (O) beabstandet ist, relativ bewegt.

11. Rissbildungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 10, wobei
die Rissbildungsvorrichtung außerdem ein Infrarot-
Thermometer zum Messen der Temperaturvertei-
lung auf der Oberfläche des Substrats (G) umfasst,
anhand dessen Positionsdaten des die höchste
Temperatur erreichenden Punkts ermittelt werden,
anhand derer der Verschiebungsbetrag (O) berech-
net wird.

12. Rissbildungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 10, wobei
die Rissbildungsvorrichtung außerdem eine Ver-
schiebungsbetrag-Speichereinheit (62) zum Spei-
chern der Beziehung zwischen dem Neigungswinkel
(θ) zwischen der Bezugsachse und der Strahlbewe-
gungslinie (L) und dem Verschiebungsbetrag (O)
umfasst und
die Steuerungseinheit (50) beruhend auf dem Nei-
gungswinkel (θ) zum Zeitpunkt der Bewegung des
Strahlpunkts (B) als zumindest einem der Parameter
und unter Bezugnahme auf die Verschiebungsbe-
trag-Speichereinheit (62) den Verschiebungsbetrag
(O) bestimmt, beruhend auf dem bestimmten Ver-
schiebungsbetrag (O) die mutmaßliche Rissbil-
dungslinie (M) mutmaßt und die Bewegung des
Kühlpunkts (C) durch die Kühlpunkt-Antriebseinheit
(23) auf eine solche Weise steuert, dass sich der
Kühlpunkt (C) der geschätzten mutmaßlichen
Rissbildungslinie (M) folgend oder in der Nähe der
gemutmaßten mutmaßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M)
bewegt.

13. Rissbildungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei
die Verschiebungsbetrag-Speichereinheit (62) zu-
sätzlich zu dem Neigungswinkel (θ) die Beziehung
des Verschiebungsbetrags (O) mit dem Abstand
zwischen dem Strahlpunkt (B) und dem Kühlpunkt
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(C) als einen Parameter speichert.

14. Rissbildungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei
die Strahlpunkt-Antriebseinheit (23) und die Kühl-
punkt-Antriebseinheit (23) miteinander als eine Ein-
heit aufgebaut sind, sodass der Strahlpunkt (B) und
der Kühlpunkt (C) miteinander gekuppelt sind,
die Rissbildungsvorrichtung außerdem eine Kühl-
punkt-Positionsverstelleinheit (43, 44) zum Verstel-
len der Position des Kühlpunkts (C) relativ zu dem
Strahlpunkt (B) umfasst und
die Steuerungseinheit (50) die Position des Kühl-
punkts (C) relativ zu dem Strahlpunkt (B) gemäß
dem Verschiebungsbetrag (O) verstellt, der unter
Bezugnahme auf die Verschiebungsbetrag-Spei-
chereinheit (62) bestimmt wurde.

15. Rissbildungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 14, wobei
die Kühlpunkt-Positionsverstelleinheit (43, 44) die
Position des Kühlpunkts (C) in der senkrechten Rich-
tung zur Strahlbewegungslinie (L) ändert.

16. Rissbildungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei
die Rissbildungsvorrichtung außerdem eine Auslö-
ser-Bildungseinheit (45) zum Bilden eines Auslösers
(T), der als der Rissbildungsstartpunkt dient, und ei-
ne Auslöser-Positionsverstelleinheit (46) zum Ver-
stellen der Position der Auslöser-Bildungseinheit
(45) umfasst und
die Steuerungseinheit (50) die Position der Auslö-
ser-Bildungseinheit (45) auf der geschätzten mut-
maßlichen Rissbildungslinie (M) an einer Kante des
Substrats (G) einstellt.

Revendications

1. Procédé de formation d’une fissure dans des subs-
trats réalisés en matériaux cassants, comprenant les
étapes qui consistent
à irradier sur un substrat (G) un faisceau laser qui
forme une tâche (B) du faisceau présentant un grand
axe,
à former une tâche (C) de refroidissement en émet-
tant un jet de réfrigérant sur le substrat (G), et
à provoquer localement une tension thermique au
niveau du substrat (G) en chauffant avec l’irradiation
du faisceau laser et en refroidissant avec l’émission
d’un jet de réfrigérant,
caractérisé en ce que
la tâche (B) du faisceau est déplacée par rapport
audit substrat (G) de sorte que la direction d’une ligne
(L) de déplacement du faisceau, qui est la trajectoire
du mouvement du centre du grand axe de la tâche
(B) du faisceau, soit dans une direction oblique par
rapport à une direction d’axe de référence réglée
pour coïncider avec la direction du grand axe de la
tâche (B) du faisceau, et

la position de la tâche (C) de refroidissement est
réglée de telle manière que la tâche (C) de refroidis-
sement se déplace de manière relative suivant une
ligne (M) présumée de formation de fissure qui est
parallèle à et éloignée de la ligne (L) de déplacement
du faisceau par une grandeur (0) de décalage.

2. Procédé de formation d’une fissure de la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel une fissure verticale est formée
le long de la ligne (M) présumée de formation de
fissure.

3. Procédé de formation d’une fissure de la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel la ligne présumée (M) de forma-
tion de fissure est la trajectoire du point atteignant
la température la plus élevée formée par la tâche (B)
du faisceau.

4. Procédé de formation d’une fissure de la revendica-
tion 3, dans lequel une trace laser est réalisant en
mesurant la distribution de température sur la surfa-
ce du substrat (G) lors du déplacement du faisceau
laser et en obtenant des données de position du point
atteignant la température la plus élevée.

5. Procédé de formation d’une fissure de la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel
l’angle d’inclinaison (θ) entre ledit axe de référence
et ladite ligne (L) de déplacement du faisceau est
obtenu lorsque la tâche (B) du faisceau est déplacée
par rapport au substrat (G),
la position de la ligne présumée (M) de formation de
fissure est estimée en déterminant la grandeur (0)
de décalage sur la base d’au moins ledit angle d’in-
clinaison (θ) comme étant l’un des paramètres, et
la position de la tâche (C) de refroidissement est
réglée de telle manière que la tâche (C) de refroidis-
sement puisse se déplacer de manière relative sui-
vant la ligne présumée (M) de formation de fissure
ou dans le voisinage de la ligne présumée (M) de
formation de fissure.

6. Procédé de formation d’une fissure de la revendica-
tion 5, dans lequel la grandeur (0) de décalage est
déterminée sur la base de la distance entre la tâche
(B) du faisceau et la tâche (C) de refroidissement
comme étant un paramètre en plus dudit angle (θ)
d’inclinaison.

7. Procédé de formation d’une fissure de la revendica-
tion 5, dans lequel la position de la tâche (C) de re-
froidissement varie dans la direction perpendiculaire
à la ligne (L) de déplacement du faisceau lorsque la
position de la tâche (C) de refroidissement est ré-
glée.

8. Procédé de formation d’une fissure de la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel une amorce (T) est formée au
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préalable pour servir comme point de départ d’une
fissure au niveau d’un bord du substrat (G) sur la
ligne présumée (M) de formation de fissure et la tâ-
che (B) du faisceau est déplacée par rapport au
substrat (G) lorsque la formation de fissure démarre
au niveau du bord du substrat (G).

9. Procédé de formation d’une fissure de la revendica-
tion 5, dans lequel
une unité (11-26) de montage de substrat est utilisée
pour le montage du substrat (G) dans un plan com-
portant ledit axe de référence,
le substrat (G) sur lequel des marques d’alignement
ont été formées en tant que marques de navigation
pour la position du substrat est monté sur l’unité
(11-26) de montage de substrat,
les positions desdites marques d’alignement par
rapport à une position de montage de référence liée
à ladite direction de l’axe de référence sont détec-
tées,
une valeur d’interpolation linéaire représentant la
grandeur d’écart de position du substrat (G) par rap-
port à l’axe de référence est obtenue par le biais
d’une opération arithmétique,
la direction de la ligne (L) de déplacement du fais-
ceau est déterminée sur la base de la valeur d’inter-
polation linéaire obtenue,
l’angle d’inclinaison (θ) entre la ligne (L) de dépla-
cement du faisceau déterminée et ledit axe de réfé-
rence est obtenu par le biais d’une opération arith-
métique,
la grandeur (0) de décalage est déterminée en utili-
sant au moins ledit angle d’inclinaison (9) comme
l’un des paramètres, et ainsi la position de la ligne
présumée (M) de formation de fissure séparée de la
ligne (L) de déplacement du faisceau par la grandeur
(0) de décalage est estimée, et
la position de la tâche (C) de refroidissement est
réglée de telle manière que la tâche (C) de refroidis-
sement se déplace de manière relative suivant la
ligne présumée (M) de formation de fissure ou dans
le voisinage de la ligne présumée (M) de formation
de fissure estimée.

10. Appareil (10) destiné à former une fissure dans des
substrats réalisés en matériaux cassants, compre-
nant
une unité d’irradiation de faisceau laser destinée à
irradier un faisceau laser qui forme une tâche (B) du
faisceau présentant un grand axe,
une unité de refroidissement destinée à former une
tâche (C) de refroidissement,
une unité (23) d’entraînement de la tâche du fais-
ceau destinée à déplacer la tâche (B) du faisceau
par rapport à un substrat (G) monté sur une unité
(11-26) de montage de substrat,
une unité (23) d’entraînement de la tâche de refroi-
dissement destinée à déplacer la tâche de refroidis-

sement par rapport audit substrat (G), et
une unité (50) de commande destinée à commander
chacune desdites unités, où une fissure est formée
dans ledit substrat (G) en provoquant localement
une tension thermique par chauffage et refroidisse-
ment en déplaçant la tâche (B) du faisceau et la tâche
(C) de refroidissement par rapport au substrat (G),
caractérisé en ce que
l’unité (50) de commande commande le mouvement
de la tâche (B) du faisceau par l’unité (23) d’entraî-
nement de la tâche du faisceau de telle manière
qu’une ligne (L) de déplacement du faisceau, qui est
la trajectoire du mouvement du centre du grand axe
de la tâche (B) du faisceau, soit dans une direction
oblique par rapport à une direction de l’axe de réfé-
rence réglée pour coïncider avec la direction du
grand axe de la tâche (B) du faisceau et commande
également le mouvement de la tâche (C) de refroi-
dissement par l’unité (23) d’entraînement de la tâche
de refroidissement de telle manière que la tâche (C)
de refroidissement se déplace de manière relative
suivant une ligne présumée (M) de formation de fis-
sure qui est parallèle à et éloignée de la ligne (L) de
déplacement du faisceau par une grandeur (0) de
décalage.

11. Appareil de formation de fissure de la revendication
10, dans lequel ledit appareil de formation de fissure
comprend en outre un thermomètre à rayons infra-
rouges pour mesurer la distribution de température
sur la surface du substrat (G) afin d’obtenir des don-
nées de position du point atteignant la température
la plus élevée à partir duquel ladite grandeur (0) de
décalage est calculée.

12. Appareil de formation de fissure de la revendication
10, dans lequel
ledit appareil de formation de fissure comprend en
outre une unité (62) de mémorisation de grandeur
de décalage destinée à stocker la relation entre l’an-
gle d’inclinaison (θ) entre ledit axe de référence et
ladite ligne (L) de déplacement du faisceau et la
grandeur (0) de décalage, et
l’unité (50) de commande détermine la grandeur (0)
de décalage sur la base de l’angle d’inclinaison (θ)
lors du mouvement de la tâche (B) du faisceau com-
me étant au moins l’un des paramètres et en se ré-
férant à l’unité (62) de mémorisation de la grandeur
de décalage, présume la ligne présumée (M) de for-
mation de fissure sur la base de la grandeur (0) de
décalage déterminée, et commande le mouvement
de la tâche (C) de refroidissement par l’unité (23)
d’entraînement de la tâche de refroidissement de
telle manière que la tâche (C) de refroidissement se
déplace suivant la ligne (M) présumée de formation
de fissure estimée ou dans le voisinage de la ligne
présumée (M) de formation de fissure présumée.
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13. Appareil de formation de fissure de la revendication
12, dans lequel l’unité (62) de mémorisation de la
grandeur de décalage stocke la relation de la gran-
deur (0) de décalage avec la distance entre la tâche
(B) du faisceau et la tâche (C) de refroidissement
comme étant un paramètre en plus dudit angle d’in-
clinaison (θ).

14. Appareil de formation de fissure de la revendication
12, dans lequel
l’unité (23) d’entraînement de la tâche du faisceau
et l’unité (23) d’entraînement de la tâche de refroi-
dissement sont solidaires l’une de l’autre de sorte
que la tâche (B) du faisceau et la tâche (C) de re-
froidissement soient enclenchées l’un avec l’autre,
ledit appareil de formation de fissure comprend en
outre une unité (43, 44) d’ajustement de position de
la tâche de refroidissement destinée à ajuster la po-
sition de la tâche (C) de refroidissement par rapport
à la tâche (B) du faisceau, et
l’unité (50) de commande ajuste la position de la
tâche (C) de refroidissement par rapport à la tâche
(B) du faisceau en fonction de la grandeur (0) de
décalage déterminée en se référant à l’unité (62) de
mémorisation de la grandeur de décalage.

15. Appareil de formation de fissure de la revendication
14, dans lequel l’unité (43, 44) d’ajustement de po-
sition de la tâche de refroidissement fait varier la
position de la tâche (C) de refroidissement dans la
direction perpendiculaire à la ligne (L) de déplace-
ment du faisceau.

16. Appareil de formation de fissure de la revendication
12, dans lequel
ledit appareil de formation de fissure comprend en
outre une unité (45) de formation d’amorce destinée
à former une amorce (T) faisant office de point de
départ de la formation de fissure et une unité (46)
d’ajustement de position d’amorce destinée à ajuster
la position de l’unité (45) de formation d’amorce, et
l’unité (50) de commande règle la position de l’unité
(45) de formation d’amorce au niveau d’un bord du
substrat (G) sur la ligne présumée (M) de formation
de fissure estimée.
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